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INTRODUCTION 
In studying the development of the Music Festival in New 
Hampshire, as well as in America, it becomes apparent that it was 
conditioned by the development of many things both within and outside 
of the field of music. Social and economic conditions, transportation 
facilities, business opportunities, the competitive spirit, mechanical 
inventions, geographical and climatic conditions; all these and many 
more had a direct bearing on the Music Festival as it reached the 
point of greatest development around the beginning of the twentieth 
century. 
Political and industrial development here and abroad were 
important factors, and even European wars were a boon to music in 
America . ~fuile we can not for a moment discount the development of 
music itself during the period under consideration, nevertheless this 
study vdll indicate the enormous force of non-musical influences on 
the development and later decline of the 1fusic Festival. Paradoxically 
many of the forces which were factors in developing the Festival also 
later became the very things which contributed to its decline. Trens-
portation is one ey~nple of this . Up t o a point , transportation was 
a blessing to t he festival movement; but when transportation facilities 
increased, the result was to the disadvantage of the Music Festival. 
The strongest force opposing any decline in musical activities 
has been music education. Among all the turbulant upheavals of the 
I t wentieth century, music education has stood out like a citadel. This 
i 
II I 
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has been particularly true in the public schools . Vfuile there has 
been some decline in orchestral development as compared with a few 
years ago, the schools still continue to advance along the lines of 
band and choral music, instrumental specialties, small combinations, 
a cappella choirs, a~d the like. 
Therefore, as a means of showing in more detail the influence 
exerted by the church, social conditions, education, mechanical 
inventions, various individuals, wars, etc., this study will begin 
with a review of musical conditions during Colonial Days in America 
and isolate selected factors and people who played a dominant role 
in the historical background that led to the founding and development 
of the Music Festival as vve know it today in New Hampshire. 
-------~==================~======================================~====~· 
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CHAPTER I 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF 
THE :MUSIC FESTIVAL IN AMERICA 
Early American music was mostly religious and under the control of 
the church. The Colonists, beset by wars, toil and strife, allowed 
their music to decline. This decline was so gradual as to be almost 
imperceptible, but in the early part of the eighteenth century it had 
reached a state where few congregations could sing more than three or 
four tunes.* Reformers rose to meet the challenge. Hymnals were re-
vised; singing schools were started. William Billings introduced the 
pitch pipe which did much to improve the faulty singing. By this time 
secular music had crept into the lives of the people. 
The Moravians who settled Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, in 1741 enjoyed 
a musical life far ahead of contemporary New England. An annual 
11Singslunde 11 was started in 1742 out of which grew the great Bach 
Fest ivals. They founded a Collegium :Mllsicum in 1744."lH'<- It is claimed 
the first copies of many of Hayden 1s quartets and symphonies were first 
brought to Bethlehem. The library t here has six trios and three 
symphonies by Mozart dated 1785.-lHH~ Yet, due to the fact there was 
little intermingling with the other col onies, this most advanced musical 
settlement did the least for the cultural advancement of the country as 
a whole. 
"'~Howard, John Tasker, 
-r._,~Ewen, David, 11 lvfu.sic 
"Our American :tvfu.sic 11 , Thomas Crowell Co., 
N.Y., 1939 - P.l2 
Comes to America", Allen, Town & Heath, Inc., 
N.Y., 1947 - P.42 
~HH~Howard, John Tasker, "Our American l'frusic", Thomas Crowell Co., 
======iF============~Tir.L-~-·· 19'1G- P .. 20 
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Further south several southern cities were establishing claims 
as pioneers in musical activity. Charleston, South Carolina, was 
only four months behind Boston in fostering the first public concert 
in America on record. The St. Cecelia Society founded there in 1762 
is considered to be the first musical society in America.* 
New York kept pace with other important cities, but lagged behind 
the South in musical development. Its first concerts date from 1736, 
and Handel 's 11Messiah11 was performed there in 1770, two years before 
it was performed in Germany.~H~ 
William Billings, mentioned earlier, organized a class in 1786 
which became the Stoughton Musical Society, the oldest singing society 
now in existence in America.~~ The first music contest in America 
was held in Dorchester, ~!assachusetts, between this organization and 
the First Parish Singers.-:H:~~~ This led to later contests such as 
those sponsored by the Atwater-Kent Foundation, The National Foundation 
of Music Clubs, The Association of Glee Clubs of America. 
In 1810 Gottlieb Graupner formed a Philharmonic Society which 
exerted considerable influence on orchestral development in New England. 
He was instrumental in forming the Handel and Hayden Society of Boston. 
-lf-Howard, John Tasker, 
II 
II 
110ur American Music 11 , Thomas Crowell Co., N.Y., 
1939 - P.26 
P.30 
P.53 
-lHH*Music Supervisors' National Conference, 1930 - P.261 
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Thus it can be seen that music had already come a long way in 
America. But these appearances are more than a little deceptive. 
Musicians and organizations were only semi-professional, dependent 
entirely, or in a large part, on other vocations for a living. Concert-
goers represented but a tiny percentage of the population, and the 
inducements that were used to lure the public into concert halls are 
astonishing. Fireworks or free lemonade were among the most common. 
More appealing than these, though, was the fascination for large 
numbers of performers. This ultimately reached an absurd climax at 
the Boston Peace Jubilee of 1872 when a chorus of twenty thousand was 
employed. Later, names were used to lure the public. Singers or 
players were built up to big name personalities which the concert-goers 
idolized. Shortly after, conductors were similarly lionized. 
"The grmvth of Imlsical consciousness in 
America was as dependent upon the spread 
of musical education as upon the develop-
ment of concert life. 11-l~ 
Obviously conditions were ripe for a reformer in the field of 
music education. This reformer was found in the person of Lowell 
Mason, the pioneer who introduced the teaching of singing into the 
Boston Public Schools in 1836, -l-.Y~ and went on to organize teachers t 
conventions and summer normal schools for teachers. This led to the 
founding of the Music Teachers 1 National Association in 1876 • .-l~-'..:-l~ 
I 
111Vrusic Comes to America", Allen, Town & Heath, Inc., i/ 
N.Y., 1947 - P.43 I 
*Ewen, David, 
~H~Howard, John 
7HH~Ewen, David, 
Tasker, "Our American lvfu.sic 11 , Thomas Crowell Co., N.Y., II 
1939 - P.l42 
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Ewen describes Mason as 
11 the greatest single influence in 
encouraging the grov~h of music 
study throughout America . 11~*" 
Thus it might be said that Mason planted the seed of the Music 
Festival as we know it today, where teachers trained in music methods 
develop skilled amateur musicians of school age as distinct from the 
festival organized and participated in by the professional. Music 
study spread to other cities throughout the country; then colleges 
and universities began to adopt it. The major conservatories in the 
country were founded between 1865-1885. 
The minstrel show, which flourished from 1830 to the next century, 
is one of the most American types of shows ever developed. It is 
possible that American music might be more vital today if it had been 
allowed to follow this natural channel. Instead, in 1848 a veritable 
invasion of musicians fleeing the wars and poverty of Europe, came 
to America. Their talent was such that they soon dominated the 
American scene and pointed the direction of music toward the "Old 
Masters", particularly the German school. 
One of these groups was the Germania Society. Their playing 
excelled anything ever heard in this country; however, only Boston 
supported their concerts adequately. Vfuen the Society finally dis-
banded, the members joined various local groups throughout the East 
.;~Ewen, David, 11 II:Iusic Comes to America 11 :~ Allen, Town & Heath, Inc., l N .Y.:~ 1947 - P. 44 ----~' ===============================~-===========~~========' 
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and continued to exert an influence. One outstanding member of t he 
Germania Society was Carl Zerrahn, the flute player, who became 
conductor of one of Boston1s many Philharmonic Orchestras , the 
Harvard Musical Association, the Handel and Hayden Society, and t he 
Vlorcester Music Festivals which he conducted for thirty years.~<- He 
also associated with Pat Gilmore in conducting the Boston Peace 
Jubilee of 1872. 
There had been little music in the west before 1850. A meeting 
of several German singing societies from the midwest was held in 
Cincinnati in 1849. From this Saengerfest developed the great North 
American Saengerbund, and its festiva.ls graw to enormous proportions . 
The festival of 1870 was so successful that the First Annual 
CLncinnati Festival was held in 1873, under the direction of that 
epic figure , Theodore Thomas , who was to become America 1s foremost 
festival conductor. It was as a di rect outgrowth of his concerts i n 
Boston that the Boston Symphony Orchestra "~Nas fotmded in 1881. 
Aw~ng other outstanding festival conductors of the middle 1800 1s 
Jullien 
••ere Louis Antoine1 and Patrick Sarsfi eld Gilmore . I t was Gilmore who 
brought Johann Strauss from Europe to conduct his . "Blue Danube 11 and 
the monstrous chorus of t wenty thousand voices. Strauss later 
described the result as 
"an unholy r ow such as I shall never 
forget . 11~-l<-
~:-Ewen, David, "Music Comes to America", Allen, 'rown & Heath, Inc., 
N. Y., 1947 - P.35 
~H!-Howard , John Tasker, "Our American Music", Thomas Crovvell Co . , N. Y., 
1939 - P. lO 
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Among the oldest festivals in America are the Northwest 
Saengerbund which meets annually in :Milwaukee, the Worcester Festival 
founded L~ 1858, and the CinciP~ati Festival founded in 1873 by 
Theodore Thomas . All of the festivals of that era followed a general 
pat tern. They were enormous in size, devoted chiefly to choral music 
usually religious in nature , the participants were almost entirely 
adults , and big names v1ere imported from everywhere . Their success 
is most obvious in their very size and in the sums of money they were 
able to accwnulate , enabling many to build their own auditoriums . 
Like the Norfolk Festival of the Litchfield County Choral Union, 
many festivals provided a stimulus for American compositions by 
featuring the first performance of an American work commissioned by 
the Festival. The composer usually was invited to ro nduct all re-
hearsels and performances , and in addition received a substantial 
payment . 
Festivals for chamber music were sponsored by the heiress , 
Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge, who personally financed annual festivals 
of great chamber music at Pittsfield, Wasbington, Los Angeles and 
other leading cities. In 1925 she created the Elizabeth Sprague 
Cooli dge Foundation for the purpose of sponsoring festivals of music 
at the Library of Congress and to provide an annual prize of one 
thousand dollars for an outstanding chamber music work . Ewen claims she 
"has done more for both the perforrnance 
and the composition of chamber music in 
this country than any other si ngle person. 11-l<-
*Ewen, David,":Music Comes to America", Allen, Town& Heath, Inc., N. Y. , 
1947 - P.l56 
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1 The Berkshire Symphonic Festival at Lenox, Massachusetts, was 
inaugurated by Hel:1.ry Hadley in 1934 and taken over by Koussevitsky 
and the Boston Symphony Orchestra in 1936. This festival includes 
the production of opera as well as concert music . Talented students 
derived the stimulus of group effort as well as the opportunity to 
study with and obtain council from leading musicians . 
The festival conducted annually in Rochester, New York , by Dr . 
Howard Hanson is devoted exclusively to works of American composers. 
Since 1941 chamber music has been included, although originally the 
festival was devoted entirely to orchestral music . Particular emphasis 
is given to newer and less- known composers . 
livorld War I was the most important factor up to that time in 
converting America into a musical country. After the War Europe was 
in no position to pay attention t o art or pay its artists . So they 
flocked to America and were eagerly absorbed in local organizations . 
As a result, Ameri can Symphony Orchestras became the best in the 
world . 
Choral music in public schools had spread throughout the land, 
and instrumental music had a good start by the beginning of the 
t wentieth century. Instrumental school music was greatly aided in 
1919 by George Eastman ' s gift of fifteen thousand dollars to the city 
of Rochester for the pur9hase of school instruments . By 1920 school 
bands and orchestras were rehearsing in every part of the country. 
High school orchestras sent to perform for the National Conference of 
Music Supervisors in 1921 and 1922 inspired the Conference to arrange 
9 
I 
I 
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contests between orchestras from different communities - thus the 
school music festival was born.* Several types of festivals evolved, 
but the differences, advantages or disadvantages will not be considered 
in this study. 
Public school music organizations now contribute greatly to the 
outstanding adult festivals of the nation, and many of our colleges 
and universities now hold annual festivals .1H~ Some attempt has even 
been made to extend these school festivals to the international level 
as, for example, the Youth Festival held in Sherbrooke, P. Q., Canada; 
and the objective is not without merit .-lHH<- In some of our larger 
cities the Playground Departments hold an annual Music Festival with 
funds alloted to them for that purpose.-l:~(-r.-l:-
The All-State Orchestra was soon to be found in forty states. 
Then it was just a step under Joseph E. Maddy to develop the All-
National Orchestra which led directly to the development of the summer 
music camp, a valuable adjunct in music education. 
"The greatest force in making America 
a country of music lovers was un-
questionably that of mechanization. 11->HH~--lt-
So says David Ewen. He substantiates this by outlining the 
development and perfecting of various reproducing machines to the 
-X-Ewen, David, "Music Comes to America", Allen, Town & Heath, Inc., 
N.Y., 1947 - P.l65 
~'-'A-Zanzig, A. D., "Music in American Life", Oxford University Press, 
II 
II 
David, 
1932- P.279 
P.332 
P.495 
"Music Comes to America", Allen, Town & Heath, Inc., 
N.Y., 1947 - P.l68 
==---=-~ir 
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point where a mechanically reproduced score will far exceed in artistic 
value the efforts of excellent amateurs, semi-professional, or even 
professional groups. The Federal Office of Education made an extensive 
survey in 1927-1928 of music in the schools and in the homes. The 
conclusions, which were based on a comparison of the enormous amounts 
of money spent on radio sets, pianos, etc., support Ewen 1s statement;~~ 
although the writer will develop a different interpretation of these 
very sa~e facts and statistics. (See Pp. 37-38, Pp. 49-50) 
*Zanzig, A. D., "MUsic in American Life 11 , Oxford University Press, 
1932 - P. 8 
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CHAPTER II 
SOME OF THE EARLIEST NEvV HAMPSHIRE MUSIC FESTIVALS 
At least nine Music Festivals were founded in New Hampshire 
between 1850 and 1900. These years brought the festival movement to 
its greatest development in the Granite State, after which a sharp 
decline set in. The movement started in Keene and moved up the 
Connecticut Valley as far as Littleton, probably because of the rail-
road that follows the valley from New York City into upper New 
Hampshire. In that period, service by rail was the lifeblood of 
cities and states as well. Settlements sprang up at sites favorable 
for trade or industry, both of which were dependent on rail or water 
transportation. These arteries of commerce were also a prime source 
in spreading ideas and cultural influences. Therefore, it may not be 
surprising to find that the three towns of Keene, Claremont and 
Littleton produced over two-thirds of all the festivals held in New 
Hampshire up to 1900. 
Keene 
In 1826 and 1827 a convention for the "purpose of improvement of 
the music in the church choirs" was held in Keene. It was held again 
in 1847. In 1852 this convention became "permanent" and soon after 
developed into the Cheshire County Musical Institution.-l~ 
*Keene Chorus Club, 25th Annual Spring Festival, 1927, 
Keene Public Library, Keene, N.H. - P.22 
I 12 
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Thus ahead of the great festivals in the west, and fully six 
years ahead of the founding of the great Worcester Festival, Keene 
inaugurated an annual five-day festival in 1853.~~ By 1854 the member-
ship was over five hundred. Carl Zerrahn conducted in 1870 with ~~s . 
Martha Dana Shepard as pianist. By 1888 this notable team had com-
pleted eight years as leader and pianist. 
We have definite proof in the following quotation that Keene was 
unable to support a festival in the grand style after the movement 
had taken root in Littleton and Claremont to the north: 
11These conventions were not held every year 
during all this time for as time went on it 
proved to be more and more difficult to 
meet expenses. This was especially true 
of the last few years of the society. The 
interest seemed to be decidedly less than 
previously and the convention was finally 
discontinued entirely because of its 
financial losses each year. 11-:H~ 
While never achieving large proportions, as compared with l ater 
western festivals, these conventions pioneered the festival movement 
in New Hampshire. In pattern, the early programs were made up of 
chorus, vocal solos, duets, quartets and quintets, with the addition 
of some piano, orchestral and instrumental groups. Chief among the 
festival artists of that period were Carl Zerrahn and Mrs. Martha Dana 
Shepard. Mrs. Shepard was from Ashland, New Hampshire, and appeared 
*Cheshire County Musical Convention, Keene, N.H., 22nd Annual 
Festival, 1874, N.H. State Library, Concord - P. 1 
-lPA-Keene Chorus Club, 25th Annual Spring Festival, 1927, 
Keene Public Library, Keene, N.H. - P.22 
\j 
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as plano soloist and accompanist for most of the New Hampshire 
Festivals for many years, acquiring a national reputation. 
Dudley Buck, the Boston musician and composer, conducted the 
Keene Festival in 1874-, at which Rubinstein's Sonata for Piano and 
Viola was played for the first time in America.* 
In 1902 an increasing desire for a musical society in Keene re-
sulted in the organizing of the Chorus Club, the aim of which was 
11to hold an annual festival in Keene equal in quality to those which 
114 
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gave this city a wide reputation as a musical center a generation ago 11 .-H 
I; 
\1 
I! 
Up to the 25th anniversary of the Chorus Club it had held concerts 
twice a year with only three exceptions; one due to war conditions in 
1917, another due to the influenza epidemic of 1919, and in 1923 due 
to the sudden death of Mr. Coffin, its director. On January 13, 1933, 
the Keene Chorus Club gave its final concert with the presentation of 
Handel 's Oratorio "The Messiah". 
Littleton 
Sixteen years after the first annual festival in Keene, the 
movement had progressed up the valley as far north as Littleton, where 
a festival was founded that was destined to swallow up the Keene 
Festival and outlive it by more than twenty-five years. 
~~heshire County ~fusical Convention, Keene, N.H., 22nd 
Festival, 1874, N.H. State Library, Concord 
~H~Keene Chorus Club, 25th Annual Spring Festival, 1927, 
Keene Public Library, Keene, N.H. - P.22 
This tendency 
Annual 
- P. 1 
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of one festival to absorb the pioneering of a neighboring one and 
eventually choke out its predecessor is a pattern repeated over and 
over in New Hampshire. These early festivals became so numerous and 
grew so fast that the population was unable to support them all. At 
that point natural forces began to operate, and the stronger ones 
absorbed the weaker. 
A chain of mountains is a natural force and apparently 
sufficiently great enough to effectively oppose the magnetic drawing 
power of tovms to the east and south of the State more numerous in 
population. Thus the very mountains that isolated Littleton from the 
much larger centers allowed her to develop and maintain what amounted 
to almost a monopoly for a good many years over the business of pro-
ducing annual festivals. 
Musicians or music lovers by themselves could have produced 
little more than village choirs if it were not for the business 
attached to the festival. Indeed it was the forerunner of the great 
stadium events of today. In those years people had little diversion. 
They were accustomed to the hard life and long hours of toil. 
Entertainment was at a minimum and monotony was commonplace. There 
was no escaping it. Transportation was difficult and expensive and 
could offer people little more than a change of scenery unless they 
went to the cities, which had a way of relieving them of their money 
•vith disconcerting efficiency. 
It is apparent, then, that a festival coming into a town was ~~ 
diversion at reasonable prices. It gave people some place to go. It 
======~====== ========================~==========~!~====~ 
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I I filled the trains, the hotels and the resturants. That is why such 
long lists of guarantors were so easily obtained. For example, the 
first Festival at Manchester in 1895 had a list of seventy-nine 
guarantors, whereas the Dover Festival of 1897 had a list of one 
hundred and t welve persons pledged to make up any deficit which might 
occur. The railroads invariably gave special reduced rates and had 
to run extra trains. The hotels and eating places were over-crowded. 
Why, then, should financial support be lacking'? It wasn't l But when 
social conditions changed adversely in the next century, financial 
support disappeared. 
On the lists of officers of the Littleton Association, it is 
noticeable that an effort was made to spread the representation as 
widely as possible throughout the State.* This, of course, was to 
obtain support from~he musical groups in the different localities as 
¥~11 as from the ticket-buying public. 
Arnong the devices used both as an appeal to the less musical 
patrons and a diversion for the musical was the Humorist or Dramatic 
Reader featured in every concert; also the Praminade Concert as well 
as the "Social Dancing Hour11 • While this might seem like- an absurdity 
to the modern concert-goer, it was undoubtedly necessary then to re-
lieve the very long and physically fatiguing programs in vogue at that 
time. Remembering that quantity and sheer weight of numbers had great 
~~Littleton llfusical Association, 29th Annual :Musical Festival , 
Littleton, N.H., 1897, N.H. State Library, Concord- P. 4 
16 
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appeal to the American public of that period, examination of many old 
programs develops a suspicion that the public considered a four hour 
program to be twice as good as one lasting only two hours. A typical 
program is included in the Appendix by way of illustration. 
The Germania Orchestra of Boston, mentioned in Chapter I , was 
presented at the 29th Festival in Littleton in 1897. After a few more 
appearances by this orchestra and other guest artists from New 
Hampshire and Boston, the programs show a definite trend toward the 
German school. 
A common characteristic of many of these early programs was the 
custom of devoting the entire program to the names, informational 
sketches and pictures of the artists who were to appear, but not one 
word about the music . This practice, which developed in New York, 
Boston and elsewhere, of elevating the big n~~ personality spread to I 
New Hampshire . The time had not yet come when composers and the music 
they wrote always received an equal place on the program with the artist 
who in later years was relegated to his proper standing. 
Among the more important artists appearing at the Littleton 
Festivals were the conductors Dr. H. R. Palmer of New York, and 
Arthur M. Curry of Boston, composer and teacher of harmony at the 
New England Conservatory. J . H. McKinley, tenor from New York, made 
his first New Hampshire appearance at the 32nd Festival in Littleton. 
H. G. Blaisdell, conductor of the 32nd Annual Festival, was to become 
New Hampshire's leading festival personality. He was to New Hampshire 
what Thomas was to Cincinnati . ~IT. Blaisdell had been concert master 
with Carl Zerrahn for ten years in many festivals in the United States 
and Canada. He was associated with both Gilmore and Thomas in festival 
work and is credited with giving New Hampshire an orchestra which 
ranked among the best in the country. He was a judge of foreign music 
and musicians at the Chicago World's Fair and was requested to organize 
a chorus of New Hampshire's best singers to represent the State at the 
festival during the exposition.~<- Blaisdell 1 s influence on New 
Hampshire festivals became apparent in the selection of artists, his 
insistence on a high standard of musicianship, his ideals in regard to 
selecting music, and the development of a printed program of the 
musical numbers to be performed. Louis C. Elson, the eminent critic 
and lecturer, describes Blaisdell as 
11a natural born conductor producing the 
most beautiful effects in very little 
time, a most indefatigable worker 11 .-lH< 
Later concerts in this series used music by Mascagni, Rossini, 
Liszt, Gounod, Wagner and Verdi. George Chadwick of the New England 
Conservatory and Walter Damrosch both composed songs that were used 
in the 32nd Festival. 
Claremont 
In 1886 Claremont inaugurated a series of ruLUual festivals. 
After several well attended meetings instigated by Frances F. Haskell 
-J(-Dover Chorus Society, Grand Concerts, Dover, N. H., 1897, 
N. H. State Library, Concord - P. 7 
~H<New Hampshi r e Philhanmonic Society Festival Program, Manchester, 
1895, N.H. State Library, Concord - P.23 
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l in 1885, an association was formed called the ifestern New Hampshire 
J\ilusi cal Association 
"intending to embrace such i ndividuals 
in Claremont and surrounding towns in 
New Hampshire and Vermont i nter ested 
in musical programs 11 • -l:-
It was voted to hold a five-day festival provided fifty names could be 
obtained to guarantee against loss . Sixty- eight names were readily 
secured , which i ncli cates that business men were strongl3r in favor of 
the venture . As it turned out , a profit of ~p268 . 00 over all expenses 
wc.s realized. -:He Considering the value of the dollar back iR that 
year and the scarcety of money among the working class, it was a 
profitable undertaking. 
Dr. H. R. Palmer of New York conducted the First Festival, and 
Mrs . Martha Dana Shepard, pianist, was soloist and accompanist at all 
the festivals recorded for this town . Mrs . Shepard played for 
festivals throughout New England, New· York , Penns ylvania and many 
western states . In some instances she was engaged for the same 
festival for as many as eighteen or t wenty ~rears consecutively. Carl 
Zerrahn described her as 
11 one of the foremost in her profession11 . f'di-l~ 
The First Festival consisted entirely of choral nu~bers for solo 
voices and small groups of singers wi th a chorus of about two hundred 
for body. llilr . Blaisdell ' s orchestra was added the second year . 
-:<-waite, "History of Claremont (N. H. )" , Claremont Public Library-
P. 374- 375 
->H<- II P. 374- 375 
->HH<-Dover Chorus Society, Grand Concerts, Dover , N. H. , 1897 , 
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·ivith C. Mortimer illiske from New York conducting the fifth festival 
and the Germania Orchestra of Boston a f eatured attraction, it is not 
at all surprising to find a "Wagner Ni ght" on the program devoted to 
selections from several of his operas. C. Mortimer Hiske, born in 
Troy, New York, had considerable experience as organist and choral 
conductor . He conducted the Brooklyn Choral Union, Brooklyn Choral 
Society , The Cecelia Ladi es ' Vocal Society of Brooklyn, the Amphion 
Orchestra, and the Amphion lil'Usical Society of Brooklyn which he 
organized and which had a membership of over six hundred in its ninth 
year. For four years he w~s chorus master for Theodore Thomas and 
was a successful composer of songs and organ music . -l< 
After 1890 the Claremont Festival began to decline . This was 
due in no small part to the opening of a new festival at The 1Veirs 
that year. That the Claremont Festival was of considerable importance 
in its day is seen in the fact that Dr. Palmer conducted five of the 
festivals; C. Mortimer Wiske , two; and even Carl Zerrahn conducted t wo 
festivals there . Lists of choral members for these festivals show 
singers from Massachusetts and parts of Connecticut as active 
participants . 
The ~eirs - First Teachers ' Association 
In August , 1889, during a festival at The Weirs , it was decided 
II 
~:-western New Hampshire lfusic Festival As sociation, Claremont, N. H., 11 
5th Annual Festival, 1889, N. H. State Library, Concord - L 
P. 35 
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to form a state association auxiliary to the Music Teachers 1 National 
Association. :Mr. E. T. Baldwin was chosen President , and a committee 
of t wenty, representing all parts of the State, was appointed to 
organize the association. At a meetL~g in Union Hall , Concord, on 
October 11, 1889, the President and ~~ecutive Committee appointed all 
other needed officers , drafted a constitution, and fixed a time and 
place for the first annual meeting.* 
The objectives of this organization, as stated in the adopted 
constitution, were: 
111) to advance the interests and promote 
the culture of musical art throughout 
the State of New Hampshire, 2) the 
mutual improvement of its members by 
the interchange of ideas ~~d for the 
cultivation of fraternal relations 11 .-lH~ 
The Weirs seemed to offer the best setting for this festival . 
It was fairly central, more accessable to the faster growing centers 
in the southern part of the State, picturesque in its lake setting, 
and adequate in facilities . Starting in August, 1890, all the 
festivals of the Association were held there. H. G. Blaisdell was 
the outstanding figure among the officers of this festival which he 
conducted for over a dozen years . 1~s. Martha Dana Shepard was 
pianist for the first three festivals. 
This festival (the word "meeting" was used in the official name 
-l~New Hampshire Music Teachers 1 Association, The Weirs, lst Annual 
Meeting, 1890, N. H. State Library, Concord 
-lH~New Hampshire Music Teachers 1 Association, The Neirs, 3rd Annual 
Meeting, 1892, N.H . State Library, Concord- P.75 
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for the first seven years) differed from all others throughout its 
life in many important respects. Primarily it was a festival staged 
~music teachers for music teachers, or at least for those who had a 
vital interest in music. Therefore, all the customary fanfare was 
lacking, as were the usual sources of financial backing. The principals 
were local, and there was no recourse to the drawing power of the big 
name. 1fuile undoubtedly the Association was not in a financial position 1 
to attract high salaried artists, the history of the organization 
suggests that there was little desire to do so. In later years it 
did seek to attract greater support from the public, but it always 
remained an adult organization, striving to promote adult music 
education. In so .doing, it must have been felt that the musical needs 
of youth were best served by the improvement of their teachers. 
One important characteristic of these festivals was the discussion 
periods: prepared talks, essays, and illustrated lectures by 
specialists on subjects pertaining or relating to school music. For 
example, in addition to the musical activities, the first "meeting" 
included the following: 
Address of Welcome by the Honorable Chas. F. Stone 
of Laconia 
A Response by the President~ Mr . E. T. Baldwin of 
Manchester 
A Discussion Period 
An Essay on "Physical Training in the Public Schools 
As a Factor in Musical Progress" by Mr. 1. J. 
Rundlett of Concord 
A Paper 11 Is the Study of Elocution a Help to 
Vocalists?" by Mrs . N. s. Banfield 
An Essay on "The Singing School Versus Modern 
Methods of Teaching Public School Music" by 
Mr . W. E. Pulsifer of Boston 
22 
J. 
A Discussion Period 
An Essay "Choirs and the Clergy" by Rev. D. c. 
Roberts, D.D., of Concord 
Another Discussion Period 
Note: All the above addresses, discussions, papers and essays 
are written out in full in the back part of the Official Report.* 
The Prodigeous amount of work undertaken at all these festivals 
is nothing short of amazing. By way of illustration, I have included 
one program in the Appendix. The fact that anyone survived one of 
these festivals is surprising, but that they could go on year after 
year with such stupendous programs is almost unbelievable. This can 
be attributed to the spirit of the times. People were accustomed to 
long hours of work with little material reward. Musicians and music 
lovers were fascinated by music and devoted their utmost energy to it. 
There was the incentive of the music itself which brought a spiritual 
satisfaction. Also, there was the human ego. It was a thrill to per-
form for an enthusiastic public and a delight to reminisce on a 
successful past performance and plan ahead for the next. 
The statur e of the local musician was increased by his popularity 
at the festival, and a budding crop of youngsters were pressing to 
outdo the local musicians. The social atmosphere was warm and friendly 
for the audience and performers as well. In an era of peace and 
tranquility there was not the hustle, the violence and the worry of 
the next century. Gentle pursuits were thriving in an era when the 
~~New Hampshire Music Teachers' Association, The Neirs, lst Annual 
Meeting, 1890, N.H. State Library, Concord 
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strife and competition of present day entertainment were IDLknown. 
The music in these first festivals was mostly for small groups, 
both choral and instrumental, backed up by an orchestra and a chorus 
of about two hundred voices. Some concerts were devoted to com-
positions by natives or residents of New Hampshire, and some music 
was written expressly for particular festivals at which prizes were 
usually awarded. 
Mr. Arthur Foote, Boston pianist, composer and instructor at the 
New England Conservatory, gave a piano recital at the first festival. 
At the second 11meeting", as it was called, musicians are listed 
from all parts of the State, some from as far north as Berlin Falls, 
which was the original name of the City of Berlin. Mr. E. A. 
MacDowell of Boston gave a piano recital at this festival, using some 
of his o~n compositions along with works of Bach, Beethoven, Schubert 
and Schuman.* Among the local celebrities at the second festival 
were the composer of "Old Granite Stat e", John W. Hutchinson, and his 
sister Abbey, the only surviving member s of the celebrated Hutchinson 
family. 
Two features in coroJnon with contemporary festival practices were 
the inclusion of the Dramatic Reading or Humorous Selection at concerts 
and the Prominade Concert, to relieve the strain of endless hours of 
music over a five-day period. All festivals were for the primary 
-!~New Hampshire lvlllsic Teachers 1 Association, The Weirs, Second Annual 
Meeting, 1891, N.H. State Library, Concord - P.l9 
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purpose of improving the musicianship of the teachers through demon-
stration, illustration and incentives. Therefore each festival included 
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a series of prepared talks, essays, discussion periods and demonstrations. 
An illustrated lecture by Louis C. Elson of Boston, music critic, 
journalist, lecturer, teacher and pianist, is an example . A song by 
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, New Hampshire musician, was used at the second 
festival and Wagner's music (selection -from Lohengrin) was presented 
for the first time. 
Starting with the third festival, the hour of 5:00 P.M. is 
designated on the program as "Private Rehearsel Hour11 • With rehearsels 
or concerts going on constantly for five days from 9:00 A.M. to 11:00 
P.M., we can imagine that private rehearsing was the thing needed the 
least when f ive o'clock came. 
However, the fourth 11meeting" did assign one afternoon to an 
excursion on Lake Winnipesaukee by steamer, and this became an annual 
event. Louis C. Elson of the New England Conservatory was the featured 
lecturer again this year, while the following year Arthur Foote from 
the same school gave a lecture recital and later appeared at the tenth 
festival. 
~1hile maintaining its traditional form, two new features were 
introduced at the sixth meeting. This was the first inclusion of a 
11Pupil 1 s Recital", and the first record of a sale of tickets to the 
I 
public. Season tickets to the public were $2.00. An afternoon admission 1 
Members of the chorus paid $1.00 I 
for the week. The fact that Steinway Pianos were now furnished for the 1' 
_II ____ _ 
was 35 cents and 50 cents for evening. 
1 
e 
j festival was an indication of recognition. 
I 
The 11Guarantee Fund" was listed in the sixth year as containing 
$558. 00, an increase of about $100.00 a year over figures published 
three years previously. The objective of building this fund to $4000.00 
was never accomplished during the active life of the festival. 
In the eighth year 11Festival 11 was substituted for 11Meeting11 in the 
official name; although the two words had been used synonymously from 
the start. 
In an "Announcement to the Public 11 in the program of the eleventh 
festival the Executive Board expresses the ambition to more nearly 
approach the standard of the great Worcester Festivals. Effort was 
made to get better known artists, but the condition of the Guarantee 
Fund severely limited the choice. Along ¥nth social changes, lack of 
financial support seemed to be the leading factor in the demise of this 
organization, as we have already seen was the case at Keene and else-
where. Regardless of the musicianship people tired of the same faces 
year after year. As interest waned, other festivals came into being, 
and the treasury of The Weirs Festival became increasingly less able to 
attract the big names in music. At this eleventh festival, Garl Faelton 
of Boston gave a piano recital, while the chief choral offering was 
Gounod 1s 11St . Cecelia's :Mass 11 • 
Both the twelth and thirteenth festival programs contained appeals 
to the public in the form of statements of artistic objectives. The 
26 
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t welth, for the first time, brought in name personalities; J . H. 
McKinley, tenor, and Frederic Martin, bass, to be the featured artists 
I 
and to lend support to Handel's Oratorio of "The Messiah" . Mr. Martin 
again appeared at the thirteenth festival which closed with Verdi's 
"Requiem". This famous work had its first performance in America at 
St. Marks Church in the little town of Milan, New Hampshire, on May 22, 
~vbile this association probably still continued for a few years _ 
longer, no further record was available after the thirteenth festival. 
In retrospect, it may be said that this series of festivals made a 
profound impact on musical culture in New Hampshire, both by the 
standard of music presented at all festivals and its relentless effort 
to inspire and improve the teachers of music. 
Woodsville 
In 1894 an organization called the Connecticut Valley Wrusical 
Association was formed at Woodsville, New Hampshire, for the purpose 
of holding aru1ual music festivals. It is surprising that such a very 
small to>v.n would venture into producing a festival of its own, especially 
when the neighboring towns of Littleton and Claremont were still holding 
large annual festivals, and The Weirs festivals in central New Hampshire 
were just getting well established. 
Yet with all this competition, a festival was held for at least 
four years. This further illustrates the abundance of talent and 
*New Hampshire lJllsic Teachers ' Association, The Weirs, 13th Annual 
Festival, 1902, N.H. State Library, Concord - P.39 
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interest in music that flourished at that time. The pattern of the 
festival was much the same as those discussed so far, even to the 
complicated scale of admi·ssion prl·ces. (See Appendix) H G Blal·sdell . . 
was engaged as conductor and his orchestra was a featured attraction. 
Mr. Blaisdell also made several appearances in string quartets at these 
festivals . While nationally known artists were not found on these 
programs , we do find that the music was well chosen and of a nature 
which would not be played in an unmusical environment . Works by Ylagner, 
Gounod, Greig, Beethoven, Meyerbeer, Mendelssohn and Verdi are found, 
among lesser European and American composers. 
Manchester 
Manchester was slow in undertaking a festival, but finally entered 
the field in a blaze of glory in 1895 with what is described in the 
program as "New Hampshire 1 s First Great 1iiusic Festival".~~ The sixty-
eight page program shows a much closer approach to the famed Worcester 
Festivals than anything done previously in New Hampshire . H. G. 
Blaisdell was the conductor, and his orchestra was among the featured 
numbers in the program. Manchester employed more school children and 
church choirs than any previous New Hampshire festival. A large chorus 
of six hundred voices from the upper grades of the Manchester schools 
opened the first concert, assisted by a forty piece orchestra. The 
large school representation was due to Jason J. Kimball, the veteran 
*New Hampshire Philharmonic Society Festival Program, Manchester, 
1895, N. H. State Library, Concord - P.23 
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musician in charge of IID.lsic in the public schools of Manchester since 
11 1872. One of the festival 1 s most active members , I\imball was born in 
I, 
11 Vermont in 1829 of a musical family. ~e studied mostly in Boston under 
. I 
I 
\I 
1\ 
such men as Myron W. Vfuitney, John K. Paine , 0. B. Brown and others. 
He became proficient as a bass soloist , was successful as a teacher of 
voice, Bnd had many local celebrities among his pupils • 
Among the better compositions presented at this festival were works 
by Rossini , Mozart, Berlioz, Gounod, Mendelssohn, Gade, Hayden, Wagner, 
Rubinstein, Tschaikowski, Chopin, Bizet, Schubert. 
Another local asset was J. s. DUggan. Born in Ireland, he attained 
considerable success with the new Sol- Fa system in several English 
colleges and choirs before coiDing to Am.erica INhere he settled in 
1;1anche ster twelve years prior to this festival. 
·di th seventy- nine responsible citizens guaranteei ng to make up any 
loss that might incur, Blaisdell was enabled to employ sor:te of the 
leading artists in the festival business . Among these were Dr . Carl E . 
Dufft , J . H. McKinley, previously mentioned, and :Wime. Ernrna, Juch . Emma 
Juch was born in Vienna of German- AmericaD parentage and received most 
of her training from the celebrated teacher, l~e . ~urio-Lelli. She 
sang in leading operas in London for three years and was brought to 
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t his country through the efforts of Theodore Thomas and William Steinway .-l'\ 
~<-New Hampshire Philharmonic Society Festival Program, :Manchester, 
1895, N. H. State Library, Concord - P. 51 
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Dr. Carl E. Dufft was born in Germany. At six he had mastered the 
violin, at eleven the pia.no, appearing in concert , school and church 
entertainments ·with great credit to himself and his teachers . At 
t~·v-enty he began singing, a.nd, after studying vdth some of the best 
tea chers in Germany and England, came to New York where he took up 
concert and chamber work. He has sung in all the large cities of this 
country and at many festivals , for which he ha s been in great demand . -l~ 
Following the trend already pointed out , Bl aisdell had one concert 
devoted almost exclusively to music from vvagner 1 s operas . John C. 
MaD..ning, a favorite pupil of .r;dward MacDowell, played the Chopin C sharp 
Minor Haltz and B flat ~linor Schertzo . funong other works performed were 
Schubert 1 s B :Minor Symphony (Unfinished) , Bi zet 1 s ''Torreador Song" from 
"Carmen", the Trio from the "Prison Scene" of Gounod 1 s "Faust" . At the 
final concert Hayden 1 s "Oratorio" ·was given >'lith soloists, chorus a.11d 
orchestra. 
The second festival at Manchester was fully as impressive as the 
first and very successful from a musical viewpoint . Yet guarantors 
decreased from seventy-D~ne to twenty- nine, and the program was t wenty 
pages smaller than the previous year . Apparently at this early date 
(1896 ), astute business men were becoming skeptical of the continuing 
popularity of music festivals and began withdrawing their financial 
support . 
*New Hampshire Philharmonic Society Festival Program, Manchester, 
1895, N. H. State Library, Concord- P. 35 
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1! But the musicians were unable to see any reason for pessimism. 
Blaisdell again picked his talent from the top of the list, making a 
supreme effort to turn the tide . In addition to Carl Dufft were such 
stars as Lillian Nordica, Carlotta Devignes and Mme. Devere Sapio. The 
follovling biographical sketches will indicate the prominence these 
artists had achieved. 
Lillian Nordica, nee Lillian Norton, was born in Farmi.Dgton, Maine , 
and studied at the New England Conservatory. Her first public appearance 
was ·with the Handel and Hayden Society in "The Messiah11 • Later she 
studied opera in Italy. Her professional appearances brought her to 
most of the large cities of Europe. She sang in Grand Opera in Paris lj 
and St. Petersburg and was engaged by Cosima Wagner to sing the role of II 
Elsa at Bayreuth .~~ II 
Carlotta Devignes was born in Italy, but was educated in England \; 
Jl 
and Germany. She sang in opera throughout Europe . In the United States 
she appeared with Theodore Thomas, Boston Symphony Orchestra, New York 
Oratorio Society, Handel and Hayden Society, and the Worcester Music 
Festival. -lH<-
}mue . DeVere Sapio, born in Paris, completed her musical education 
in Florence where she made her operatic debut at the age of sixteen. 
Subsequently she appeared in the principal theatres of France, Italy, 
-l<-New Hampshire Philharmonic Society Festival Program, Manchester, 
1896, N.H. State Library, Concord - P. 9 
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Her success as an oratorio and concert singer in 11 Spain, and Me.Yico . 
the United States, Australia and Germany was phenomenal . -l~ J·i' 
Musical selections at this festival were in accord vdth the high 
standL~g of the artists employed. The final concert consisted of the 
Oratorio 11Elijah 11 by Felix Mendelssohn-Barthody, complete with festival 
orchestra and chorus . 
Admission prices ranged from 50 cents for the gallery to $2.00 
for each concert . These prices are deceiving because of the vastly 
depreciated value of the dollar we use today as compared with the 
dollar of 1896. Program listings, also, are deceiving, for a concert 
billed as 11Nordica Night 11 would include the other stars in just as many 
appearances as ~ass Nordica made. 
A new society called the New Hampshire Musical Association held a 
three-day festival in Manchester in 1900. Two years later they again 
attempted to establish annual music festivals by holding a one-day 
festival , but this attempt was abandoned after 1904. Then the 1fun-
chester Choral Society began annual fest i vals in 1907 . The object in 
this case was to present two concerts each year, one during the vnnter 
months and one in the spring. This they continued to do for a. period 
of five years. After 1911 these concerts were discontinued until the 
year 1926 when the final two concerts were presented in May and December 
of that year . 
*New Hampshire Philharmonic Society Festival Program, lvlanchester, 
1896, N. H. State Library, Concord 
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li Whitefield 
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Ill. 
vVhitefield began a series of four annual music festivals starting 
in 1896. This was one of the smallest of the New Hampshire Festivals. 
The programs contain pictures and short biographies of the artists, but 
nothing about the !Illlsic. This probably was due to lack of funds to print 
a detailed program, arbitrary last-minute selections and changes, and an 
American tendency to be attracted more by the performers than the music. 
Admission prices ranged from $1.00 down to ten cents, and no familiar 
artist 1 s names are found in these programs.?~ 
Dover 
Most cities had thriving choral societies and fine church choirs at 
the beginning of the twentieth century. Dover found herself in just such 
a position and consequently inaugurated a series of what were at first 
called "Grand Concerts", in 1897; then two years later "Festivals". 
Both of these "Concerts" were festivals in everything but name. The 
entire structure was patterned on current festival practices in all 
details . H. G. Blaisdell was engaged to conduct and, along with his 
orchestra, the program included the familiar names of Mrs. Martha Dana 
Shepard, Dr. Carl E. Dufft, and George J. Parker, tenor. The music 
selected for performances compared favorably with other state festivals, 
*Whitefield 1fusical Association, Annual Musical Convention, Vfuitefield, 
II N.H., 1898, N.H. State Library, Concord 
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/ and the first series was concluded with "The Oratorio of The Creation".?~ 
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A definite change in financial policy can be seen in the third 
annual festival similar to the decline in financial support in Man-
chester three years earlier. Although Blaisdell was still conductor, 
there were no other outstanding names, and the public schools under 
the leadership of Burton T. Scales , music supervisor, contributed part 
of the program. ~fuile the Choral Society is listed as having one 
hundred and thirty-one members for that year, there were one hundred 
and twelve guarantors pledged to reimburse any loss. One of these 
guarantors was Mr . Blaisdell and many others were members of the Choral 
Society, but the strong financial support was lacking. 
Concord 
In 1892 the Concord Choral Union Festival was held. Apparently 
this was not successful and it was not until after the turn of the 
century that Concord cautiously and belatedly entered the annual 
festival movement in the traditional manner with Blaisdell as con-
ductor, a chorus of two hundred voices and a philharmonic orchestra 
of twenty-five pieces. A mixed quartet brought in from New York 
included the familiar names of J. H. McKinley, tenor, and Dr. Carl E. 
Dufft, bass. Works by many of the world 's leading composers, such as 
Gounod, Wagner, Donezetti, Mozart, Brahms, Weber, Beethoven, Handel 
-l'<-Dover Chorus Society, Gra.nd Concerts, Dover, N.H., 1897, 
N.H. State Library, Concord - P.l3 
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and Chopin, were heard at this festival. Thus it would seem that the 
festival was of much greater importance musically than the little four-
page program might suggest. Guarantors were not as plentiful as a few 
years previous to this. Already some important festivals had ceased 
to function , and the remaining ones were in an advanced stage of decline· // 
In 1901 the Concord Oratorio Society Festivals were inaugurated 
and, except for four years from 1905-1908, were held annually up until 
1916 when World ~ar I put an end to these undertakings. 
It may be concluded that the entrance of Concord marked the end 
of a period of festival activity in New Hampshire which has not been 
equalled since . Social conditions would shortly undergo the greatest 
changes in American history. Even the mighty railroad that converted 
a wilderness into territories and states was to be reduced in importance 
by the machine age that woLlid soon sweep the entire United States 
bringing changes undreamed of. 
People 's interests changed along with changing industrial and 
social conditions. Leisure time became increasingly a problem. Al-
though the dollar value declined, especially after the two Yvorld Wars , 
nevertheless a considerable amount of money now came into the hands of 
the workin.g man. To help relieve him of this money, a..r1 unprecedented 
number of commercialized attractions sprang up throughout the country. 
These quickly and effectively stifled the music festival as a movement 
of the people and relegated it to two distinct classes, 1) professional 
music educators, 2) music patrons. Thus a new era arrived in which the 
automobile, the radio, moving picture theatre, etc., were to play a 
dominant part in the lives of the American people. 
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CHAPTER III 
FACTORS WHICH LED TO A CHANGE IN MUSIC FESTIVALS 
The twentieth century brought an end to the old type of music 
festival in New Hampshire. No longer were business men willing to 
guarantee the expenses for holding a festival. Rising costs, the 
competition of many other forms of diversion and entertainment, and 
changing social conditions which resulted in changing the interests 
of the public had brought an end to all customary forms of financial 
backing. 
The First World War resulted in a great social upheaval in which 
gentle pursuits like art and music were shoved aside. Instead of being 
repelled by the violence that surrounded them at every turn, people 
seemed to require violence in their entertainment. Amateur sports 
flourished on a scale reminiscent of Roman days, and the dividing line 
between an amateur and a professional became only a point in theory at 
the college or post-college level, at least. 
It was the machine that did most to change the public's attitude 
in regard t o music , concerts, musical vocations , and the like. Starting 
with the graphaphone and player piano, various refinements were added 
until some major forms of mechanical repDoduction can now equal the 
performances of the finest artists in the world. No longer is it 
necessary to leave your own house to hear a concert. Instead it comes 
to you . Nor is it necessary to listen to any prescribed program. The 
listener can pick and choose, with no limit to his selection. For many 
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people, music has become something that comes out of a box. The 
world 's finest music or cheapest trash has become available at any 
time, and there is no price of admission. 
Musicians divided roughly into three classes: teachers, concert 
artists and dance band musicians. Of the three, the last group did the 
best in maintaining its position, in. spite of the juke-box and other 
mechanical reproducing devices. Certain classes of musicians, like the 
. theatre organist and theatre orchestra, were eliminated entirely, as 
was the village musician and many thousands of music teachers. Gone 
was the ambition in each family to have 11 one of the children play the 
piano 11 • Young violinists had few outlets to display their talents 
except in the school orchestras, which in a few short years likewise 
showed the blight of the machine age. 
The average high school student sees little point in developing 
a high degree of musical skill unless he has the opportunity rather 
frequently of playing before a critical but friendly adult audience. 
Today it is very hard to get such an audience except for some hig!uy 
publicised and outstanding event. People have developed an intolerance 
of the amateur musician due, in part, to the fact that they can not 
measure up to the recordings of first quality artists. 
There is no dispute with figures showing increased volume of sales 
of records, radios, and the like,~~ but the hard f acts already outlined 
~~E;ven, David, 
Zanzig, A. D., 
111v1usic Comes to America", Allen, Town & Heath, Inc., 
N. Y., 1947 - P.l68 
11 lvlusic in American Life", Oxford University ·Press , 
1932 - P. 8 
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dispute the interpretation of what they indicate. People who have 
never learned to produce music themselves with any degree of skill are 
not qualified to evaluate intelligently the worthwhile i n music . De-
pending entirely on intuition and emotion, the critical sense is strictly 
limited and incapable of anything more than an emotional appreciation 
of music . This non-plaJQng public creates a vast reserve which is 
receptive to the more elementary appeal of the 11 popular song11 and the 
dance hits ·which are the only kind of music that can be tolerated by 
millions of people in this country today. 
Along v.ri th the general decline in parental control and the 
acceptance of the 11welfare-state 11 phylosophy by great masses of people, 
these were some of the conditions that had developed throughout New 
Hampshire and the entire country by the middle of the twentieth century, 
and they were the conditions that killed the music festival as i t had 
been known in the preceding century. Of course music did not die; 
there were still many fine organizations and excellent musicians, but 
the day of the choral society, the village orchestra, and the abundance 
of local talent was over for the time being at least. These were the 
stock out of which festivals were made . Lacking public support, the 
old type music festivals no longer filled a need in the lives of the 
people and consequently perished. 
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CHAPTER IV 
NEW TYPES OF :MUSIC FESTIVALS 
The MacDowell Colony 
After the second decade of the present century, music festivals 
had passed exclusively into the hands of philanthropists or music 
educators , chiefly from the public schools. Starting with the summer 
festivals of The ~~cDowell Colony in Peterboro (established in honor 
of Edward :bt~cDowell), a new phase of festival activity began which was 
sponsored entirely by individuals or small groups and was entirely 
divorced from any commercial venture. Therefore the whole structure 
and staging was necessarily different from the older festivals. At 
The ~~cDowell Colony creative artists in literature, art and music are 
invited to spend all or part of their summers there in pursuit of their 
own particular objectives, free from public scrutiny. The artists are 
not on display. They go there for an opportunity to work, and they get 
it. As a result ma~y important works have been produced there. These 
summer festivals have been devoted almost exclusively to new American 
works and the repetition of those which have already proven their 
value o-r.-
Little Boar's Head 
Although now defunct, the most important privately sponsored 
Annual Music Festival to be held in New Hampshire in recent years was 
->~Howard, John Tasker, 11 0ur American Music 11 , Thomas Crowell Co., N.Y., 
1939 - P~619-620 
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as soloist with the Young Musician ' s Orchestra conducted by Sevitzky 
and the United New Hampshire Choruses directed by Norman Leavitt . Ted 
Shawn and his dance group were part of the sixth Annual Festival . 
Royal Dadrnun, baritone, was guest artist, and a new group called the 
State Symphonic Orchestra of New Hampshire was presented with Earl V. 
Clay conducting. 
This Festival was fortunate in obtaining the services of Fabien 
Sevitzky to direct its musical activities. Sevitzky was born in Russia 
of musically talented parents. He started his career in America as 
a double bass player in the Philadelphia Orchestra and rose rapidly to 
leadership, appearing as guest conductor with many distinguished 
orchestras in this country and abroad. He organized the Philadelphia 
Sinfonietta which he conducted for eleven years. After five years in 
Boston, he went to the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra. His special 
talent has been in the field of organizing groups of young musicians. 
Keene Normal School Music Festival 
White Mountain Festival Association 
In 1934 two newly formed ML1sic Festivals were held; one by the 
Keene Normal School and the other by the Vfuite Mountain lifusic Festival 
Association. 
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Eastern Slope ~fusic Festival 
Developing from a village orchestra organized some years ago by 
lf.trs. Frank E. Kennett of Conway, a festival was inaugurated in the 
summer of 1947 under the sponsorship of 1tts . Kennett and the Eastern 
Slope Region, Inc . In a natural amphitheatre at the base of Cranmore 
Mountain, North Conway, New Hampshire, a small festival is now held 
annually utilizing the talents of musically inclined summer residents 
:\ and members of the New Hampshire Symphony Orchestra, the Berlin Symphony 
Orchestra and the Portland (Maine) Symphony Orchestra, with the addition 
of the ..World ' s Fair Swiss Orchestra which has been featured at the 
Eastern Slope Inn, North Conway, for the past several years. There is 
no admission charged for these festivals, but a collection is taken up 
at the intermission to help defray expenses .-lr 
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-!<-Eastern Slope Regionnaire, 1949 - Pp. 15,35 
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CHAPTER V 
THE PRESENT DAY NEW HAMPSHL11.E 
MUSIC EDUCATORS' ASSOCIATION 
The current New Hampshire ~usic Educators' Association dates back 
to 1929, when a group of supervisors met with Herbert R. Fisher and 
Elmer Wilson in :Manchester to discuss the organization of a state 
association. A committee was appointed to draw up by-laws, and plans 
were made to hold the First Annual All-State Symphony Orchestra Festival 
in Concord on ~fuy 2, 1930. On the following day a number of groups 
competed for points . ~~ 
As early as 1932 discussions were held regarding the advisability 
of changing from contests to festivals , but it was not until five years 
later that the change was completed. 
Ten stations of the Yankee Network broadcast the program of the 
1932 Festival at ~~nchester at which Walter Smith was cornet soloist. 
Expenses were met by a fee of ~~1.00 for each organization entered in 
addition to the admission fee for the concerts . Later per-pupil 
charges were added in addition to lodging fees. 
The Band Award of I~y, 1934 caused such controversy as to threaten 
the disruption of the Association and led to the decision in 1938 to 
abandon contests and adopt the judging sheets of the National Association. 
Band maneuvers were introduced at the 1938 Festival in Nashua. 
~rLetter from Herbert R. Fisher, Director of :Music, blanchester, N.H. / 
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In 1940 it was voted to affiliate with the New England Festival 
Association and to include a headmaster appointed by the New Hampshire 
Secondary School Principal's Association and a superintendent appointed 
by the Superintendent's Association on the Executive Board of the New 
Hampshire Festival Association, as it was known then. It was hoped 
this plan would result in closer understanding and cooperation, but it 
was pretty largely ignored for all practical purposes by the Head-
master ' s and Superintendent's Associations. 
In 1941 the All-State Band was added to the Festival, the date 
for the Association 's Annual Meeting was changed to occur at the same 
time that the State Teachers' Association convened, and it was voted 
to eliminate all ratings in favor of constructive criticism although 
this was not put into effect until six years later. 
World War II brought a halt to all festival activity until 1944. 
After baLloting every member in the State by mail, it was voted to 
affiliate with the national organization by making such constitutional 
changes as were required by that organization ·and changing the name of 
the state organization to The New Hampshire Music Educators ' Association, 
as it is now known. 
The nucleus of this Association centered in the southern part of 
the State where travel is easier and cities closer together. This 
made it difficult to maintain State-wide interest. To aleviate this 
situation plans were made to have instructional talks, lectures, dis-
cussion periods, etc., at the various meetings as a special incentive 
to all the members to attend the meetings. At one of these, Norman Rian, 
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of Dartmouth College, made the point t hat 
"music in the high school tends to be 
dependent on the student's reaction to 
the personality of the director, rather 
than on the deeper foundation of a 
genuine love for nrusic 11 • ~-
The follmving year a State Music Camp was started at the University 
of New Hampshire and has continued to open each summer since then. 
It was finally voted in 1947 that classification should be de-
termined by the enrollment of the school according to the standards 
set in _the School 1fusic Competition Festival Manual as established by 
the Music Educators ' National Council. 
In 1948 a new feature was the Soloist 's Festival held at Keene. 
Acting on earlier discussions, it was voted to divide t he State 
into eleven sections grouped around some key city or town, and that 
sectional festivals should be held in place of the auditions festival. 
However, the All-State Concert Festival would continue as before. The 
director of music in the key center was to act as chairman for that 
section, and each section should decide for itself just what kind of 
festival to hold. Out of the eleven sections designated, only three 
(Berlin, Laconia and Littleton) carried out the festivals as planned. 
Consequent ly the experiment came to naught, although several more 
sections have decided to try the plan in 1951. 
~~Official Minutes of the Meetings of the New Hampshire ~fusic 
Educators' Association, 1945 
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One of the grievances against the State Association is that it 
has failed to ma:L11tain State-wide unity. Wbile this might be due more 
to geography than anything else , the history of the Association as 
displayed in the Official ~linutes of the Meetings strongly suggests 
the "closed corporation11 • 
For the first dozen or more years Herbert R. Fisher and Elmer 
Wilson were the controlling figures of the Association. They served 
in various official capacities and conducted all of the first ten or 
eleven festivals, occasionally sharing the podium with guest conductors , 
sometimes with fellow members of the Association. Both of these men 
are sincere and devout musicians who were almost indispensable to the 
developing organization, but it seems that some way should have been 
found to foster the development of other directors also . 
Charles Woodbu~J has been a valuable asset to the organization 
since coming to this State . He is an outstanding nmsician who has 
achieved excellent results in the school system at Keene and with All-
State organizations he has conducted. More recently Gardner Wentworth 
from Lancaster and David Kushious from Portsmouth have received 
recognition. 
Concord, Nashua and Wmnchester have been the sites of most of the 
school festivals. Again this is perhaps·due more to location than 
anything else. These cities have the largest population, the best 
facilities for holding festivals, and they are more accessable to the 
greatest number. Nearly all of the larger cities and towns in New 
Hampshire have held one or more State Festival, but the smaller, more 
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II isolated communi ties have no chance of holding them. Due to distance 
and expense they are not able to send representative groups very often. 
The sectional festival seems to be the thing which will do most for 
these communities, and this writer expects to see more done with that 
particular type of activity in the future for the benefit of the small 
community and the State as a whole . 
47 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Music Festivals were most active in New Hampshire between 1850 
and 1900 because of social and economic conditions vmich were favorable 
to their development at that time . The railroad following the 
Connecticut Valley into upper New Hampshire provided an artery for the 
spread of musical culture from New York and other points. Business 
men found it profitable to unde~~ite the expenses of a festival since 
it brought hundredsof people into their towns, filling their hotels, 
rooming houses and resturants . 
As t here were few forms of entertainment to choose from in those 
days , people looked fon1ard to attending the Festivals , either because 
of social or musical interests . Festivals gave local musicie.ns an 
outlet to display their talent and increase their prestige as well as 
attain inspi ration and instruction from guest art ists. In every family 
it was a common ambition at t hat time for one member, at least, to 
learn to play the piano , join the village band, or belong to the choral 
society. 
With the development of the automobile, improved roads , a quicken-
i ng in the tempo of living, economic and industrial displacements and 
adjustments, :Music Festivals became unable to compete vvith vacation 
travel, commercial entertainment, professional and amateur sports , all 
of which increased by leaps and bounds after the early twentieth century. 
All these offered newer and more attractive possibilities to the 
business interests which increasingly extended them their f LDancial 
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I support. As a consequence musicians found it more and more difficult 
1 
to obtain the necessai'3r fi..Dancial backing. / 
The perfection of techniques for recording and reproducing music 
gave a tremendous increase to radio and record sales , among other things, 
as numerous published reports show. But instead of mechanization being 
a great musical benefactor> it may well prove to be just the opposite 
from a long range poi nt of view. Statistics showing large numbers of 
musicians QTlemployed and a great decline in pupil enrollment can be in-
t.erpreted to mean that in converting the nation into an audience of 
listeners we are progressively destroying the people 1 s ability to make 
music themselves . ·when this reverts upon themselves , it lessens the 
critical ability and impairs music appreciation in its truest sense . 
Evidence of this has been apparent f or some time at the high school 
level and has nov1 reached the college and conservatory stage . Even more 
apparent is the lack of public interest and the rapid decline in string 
groups . Private teachers in small localit ies are disma;>red by the great 
decrease in private lessons . Small high school s are unable to produce 
on a scale possible some years ago ., Professional rrrusicians are finding 
employment increasingly difficult, and recorded music has caused hundreds 
of professional and semi- professional musicians and teachers to seek 
other employment . 
The public has be£~n to demand of amateurs the perfecti on that is 
always available on the record player or radio at no expense after the 
initial investment . Unable to obtain public support, choral societies 
and small symphonic groups have found that no new material is coming I 
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along to replace the older members. Soon the organizations are forced 
to disband or to struggle along with depleted rallies and skimpy in-
s trum.enta tion. 
Many musicians are convinced the machine is the cause for this 
great and appalling decline . While this is not entirely true, careful 
ll1terpretation of studies purporting to show mechanization in the lieht 
of a great musical benefactor indicates that there is considerable 
evidence tending to thoroughly discredit the contribution of mechani-
zation to the development of music. 
Before the middle of the twentieth century the public attitude 
in regard to Music Festivals had changed so completely that only music 
educators, a few philanthropic individuals, colleges, or music 
organizations attempted to hold festivals , even the best of which were 
on a greatly reduced scale as compared with the previous century. 
Today the public school music supervisors of New Hampshire are 
doing the most to maintain and develop l~sic Festivals that will be 
both educational and an incentive for young and old alike. 
The mountainous terrain of New Hampshire resulted in a concen-
tration of most of the population in the southern part of the State. 
This makes it difficult for the present association to maintain State-
wide interest by extending to each supervisor and each town an equal 
chance to participate in All-State Festival activities, although various 
efforts have been made to offset this liability. 
Presentl;y, experiments are underway in regard to holding sectional 
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or county festivals in addition to one All-State Concert Festival . This 
appears to hold attractive possibilities for the musical benefit of the 
State as a whole . Regional festivals offer particular advantages to 
the smaller towns and the more isolat ed communities and therefo~e should 
be more thoroughly explored and developed. 
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FIRST ANNUAL MEETING 
of the 
New Hampshire 
1IDSIC TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION 
Held at The Weirs 
August 11-15, 1890 
Officers for 1890 
President, E. T. Baldwin, of Manchester 
Secretary, E. M. Temple, of Nashua 
Treasurer, Warren K. Day, of Concord 
Vice Presidents, 
Hillsborough Co. - George H. Frese, 
of Manchester 
Rockingham Co. - H. N. Gould, of Newton 
Strafford Co. - Charles S. Vfuitehouse , of Gonic 
Merrimack Co. - C. s. Conant, of Concord 
Cheshire Co. - H. E. Lake, of Keene 
Belknap Co. - Mrs. E. A. Hibbard, of LacoP~a 
Grafton Co. - Carl Mindt, of Lisbon, and 
Mrs. W. F. Shaw, of Lebanon 
Sullivan Co. - Frank T. Vaughan, of Claremont 
Carroll Co. - J. A. Smith, of Center SandWich 
Coos Co. - E. A. Steady, of Berlin Fall.s 
Executive Committee 
H. G. Blaisdell, of Concord 
Miss Anna L. Melendy, of Nashua 
Rev. E. M. Fuller, of Coos 
Alfred N. LaBrie, of Portsmouth 
1uss Lizzie M. l~ynard, of Keene 
Program Committee 
The President 
The Secretary 
H. G. Blaisdell, of Concord 
Mrs . Lucia M. Priest, of NJB.nchester 
:Miss Anna L. Melendy, of Nashua 
Reception Committee 
Rev. F. c. Libby, of Hinsdale 
Rev. Lucius Waterman, of Littleton 
Miss Emmeline T. Rub bee, of Lake Village 
Charles S. V'Vhitehouse, of Gonic 
C. Burt Hoyt, of Laconia 
i 
The Members and Chorus singers gathered in Music Hall, Weirs, 
at 7:00 P.M. , Monday, August 11, 1890, and held a most enjoyable 
rehearsel. Mr. H. G. Blaisdell, conductor; Mrs. Martha· Dana 
Shepard, pianist. 
Tuesday, August 12 
9:00 A.M. Chorus Rehearsel 
11:00 A.M. Address of Welcome, by Hon. Chas. F. Stone of Laconia 
Response by President Baldwin 
2:00 P.M. Miscellaneous hecital 
(Accompanist, Miss Anna L. Melendy of Nashua) 
Programme 
Trio for Piano, Violin and Cello 
No . 2, opus 66 
Miss Melendy, Mr . Blaisdell and 
Mr . Wulf Fries 
Piano Solo "Serenade and Allegro Giojoso", 
Song 
D dur opus 43 
Miss Addie s. Grant of Goffstown 
(Orch. Accomp. on second piano by 
!viis s Melendy) 
"Beneath the Summer Skies" 
Piano Solo 
]fiss Lizzie M. Maynard of Keene 
v'laltz in E opus 34 No. 1 
Duet 
Miss Emmeline T. Rubbee of 
Lake Village 
"Qui est Homo?" (from Stabat Mater) 
The Misses Lucier of Nashua 
(a) Allegretto from 8th S~nhony 
(b) Invitation a la Valse 
2 Pianos, 8 hands, Misses Mary F. 
Chandler, Mabel J. Brickett, Kate 
Mendelssohn 
Mendelssohn 
Geibel 
lv"10 s zkowski 
Rossini 
Beethoven 
Von Weber 
L. Smith, Ida M. Esty, of Manchester 
(Miller Piano Used) 
3:15 P.M. Chorus Rehearsel 
4:30 P.M. Discussion Period 
7:00 P.M. Chorus Rehearsel 
ii 
Wednesday, August 13 
9:00 A.M. Chorus Rehearsel 
11:00 A.M. Vocal and Piano Forte Recital, by the ~nsses Hibbard 
of New York 
(a) Prelude and Fugue 
(b) Ballade - G minor 
Programme 
Miss Hortense Hibbard 
Una Voce - Il Barbiere 
Bach-Liszt 
Chopin 
Rossini 
:Miss Adelina Hibbard 
(a) Spring Dance 
(b) Minuet 
(c) Teuerauber 
(d) Liebes Traume No. 3 
Grieg 
Paderewski 
~fagner-Bras sin 
Liszt 
Miss Hortense Hibbard 
(a) A1moi 
(b) Ma Voisine 
(c) La Serenata 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Miss Adelina Hibbard 
Traumes Wirren 
Arabeske 
Etude B flat minor 
Grande Polonaise Brilliante 
};uss Hortense Hibbard 
O~ns s Hibbard used a Chickering 
Piano) 
1:30 P.M. Chorus Rehearsel 
Chopin-Viado 
Thomas 
Schuman 
Schuman 
Mendelssohn 
Chopin 
3:00 P.M. Essay - "Physical training in the public schools 
as a factor in musical progress" 
1~ . L. J. Rundlett of Concord 
3:30 P. M. Paper - "Is the study of elocution a help to vocalists?" 
Overture 
Serenade 
Reading 
Mrs. N. s. Banfield 
Programme 
11 Fest 11 
Orchestra, Carl Mindt, leader 
Mlle. Albina Lucier of Nashua 
(Violin Obligato by ~nss Jennie 
Barker) 
Schubert 
111.fadonna of the Tubs 11 E. s. Phelps 
Lucia M. Priest of Manchester 
iii 
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Tr io for Piano , Violin, Cello 
Song 
Aria 
~~s. Shepard, Carl Mindt 
and Wulf Fries 
"Go and Forget 11 
Mrs. J. E. Vvilson of 
Lake Village 
11 Infelice" (Ernani) 
Dr. H. M. French of Concord 
Song 11 Because of Thee" 
Miss s. Olive Hill of 
Great Falls 
Song 11So -i-vould Youll 
Mrs. A. W. Hayes of Rochester 
Reading 11Aunty Doleful's Visit" 
Lucia M. Priest 
Accompanists: ~uss Melendy, 
1~s . Shepard, J. Edgar McDuffee 
Jodosohu 
Adams 
Verdi 
Tours 
8:00 P. M. Concert devoted to compositions by natives or 
residents of New Hampshire 
Programme 
Overture to 11Laila 11 Geo . W. Stratton 
Orchestra, conducted by 
Carl Mindt 
Songs (a) With Violets 
(b) The Four Brothers Amy Marcy Cheney 
Sung by Mrs . Rose C. Grafts 
of Nashua 
OVerture "Don Ct'uixote 11 W. A. Briggs 
Orchestra, conducted by 
Mr . Temple 
Anthem 110 Pray for the Peace of 
Jerusalem" J. c. Knox 
Dr. H. M. French & Chorus 
Conductor, Mr . La Brie of 
Portsmouth 
Reading (Introduced) 
Miss Daisy Holt of 
Somerville, Mass. 
Overture "Mae Belle 11 Alfred N. La Brie 
Orchestra , conducted by 
the Composer 
(Written expressly for the 
occasion) 
Songs (a) At Eventide 
(b) The Bird Catcher W. A. Briggs 
Sung by Ivuss Lizzie M. W.taynard 
of Keene 
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The Kobold 's Song- Arlo Bates Harry B. Day 
Baritone Solo, Chorus & 
Orchestra, Conducted by 
the Composer. Solo by 
H. H., May 
(Written expressly for the 
occasion) 
"Creole Dance" Jennie L. Pratt 
Prize composition for 
piano, performed by 
.llJirs . Shepard 
Violin Solo (Introduced) 
Mr . Carl Mindt 
Anthem "Come Unto Me" C. P. Morrison 
Tenor Solo & Chorus, 
Conducted by Mr. Blaisdell 
Solo by Mr . Temple 
Piano Solo (a) Barcarole opus 24, No. 1 
(b) Nocturne in D flat opus 11, 
No. 1 Willard Burr, Jr. 
Performed by Miss Hortense 
Hibbard 
"Semi-Centennial March" Lester W. Hardy 
Composed for the celebration 
at Lowell in 1886 
Orchestra 
Thursday, August 14 
9:00 A.M. Chorus Rehearsel 
11:00 A.M. Essay - "The singing school versus modern methods 
of teaching public school music 11 , 
Mr . W. E. Pulsifer of Boston 
Discussion 
2:00 P.M. Piano Forte Recital by Mr . Arthur Foote of Boston 
with vocal assistance 
Programme 
(a) Prelude in C major from the 
"Well Tempered Clavichord" 
(b) Chaconne in G major, with variations 
Sonata in B flat major, opus 22 
Allegro con brio - adagio -
menuetto - Rondo 
Song 11My Heart Ever Faithful" 
Bach 
Handel 
Beethoven 
Bach 
Mrs. Zilla M. v~aters of Manchester 
(Violin Obligato by Mr. H. G. Blaisdell) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Humoresque in E minor from opus 1 Arthur Will. ting 
Gavotte in F major, opus 34 Wilson G. Smith 
Caprice on duet from 
"Der Freichutz" 
(d) Serenade, opus 18 
(e) Rondo in E flat major 
Song 11He Was A Prince 11 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Mrs. B. Frank Neall ey of 
Dover 
Rhapsodie in G minor, opus 79, 
No. 2 
Etude in D flat major 
"Isoldens Liebestod 11 from 
"Tristan Isolde 11 
Stephen Heller 
A. Foote 
John Field 
Lyons 
Johannes Brahms 
Liszt 
Wagner 
Chickering & Sons Piano Used 
3:15 P.M. Chorus Rehearsel 
4:30 P.M. Essay - nchoirs and the Clergy", 
Rev. D. C. Roberts, D.D. of Concord 
Discussion 
8:00 P.M. Grand Concert 
Programme 
1. Overture "Ruy Blasn Mendelssohn 
Orchestra, Conducted by 
Mr. La Brie 
2. Chorus n 'Tis Thy Wedding Morning11 
from "Rose 1Yiaiden11 
Conducted by Mr. Blaisdell 
3. Violin Solo 11 Legende 11 VVieniawski 
4. Reading "A Life for A Life 11 , 
arranged expressly for 
Mrs. Priest 
Lucia M. Priest of Manchester 
5. Capriccio Brilliant - opus 22 Mendelssohn 
Mrs. Martha Dana Shepard 
of Boston 
with Orchestra Conducted 
by Mr. Blaisdell 
6. Soprano Solo "The Nightingale 11 Handel 
Miss Adelina Hibbard 
of New York 
(Flute Obligato by Mr. 
c. F. Eastman) 
vi 
_II_ 
?. The Chimes 
Rossini Quartette of 
Manchester 
Macy 
Zilla M. Waters, lst soprano; 
Hattie J. Cheney, 2nd soprano; 
Annie E. Gordon, 1st alto; 
Asenath P. Currier, 2nd alto. 
8. Cava tina - 11Com e per me sereno", 
( Sonnambula) Bellinia 
}hue . Marie C. Picciolo of 
Lyrm, with Orchestra, WJ.r. 
H. G. Blaisdell, Conductor 
9. Part Song - "Night 11 Blumenthal 
10. Finale - G minor Concerto Mendelssohn 
1liss Hortense Hibbard of 
New York, with Quintette 
Accompaniment 
n. Reading "Mr. Smith I s Boy" Anonimous 
Lucia M. Priest 
12. Selections 
Rossini Quartette 
13. Cello Solo (a) Nocturne Popper 
(b) Spanish Dance Rubinstein 
Mr. Wulf Fries 
14. Selection 11 Lohengrin11 Wagner 
Orchestra, Conducted by 
Mr. Blaisdell 
Friday, August 15 
9:00 A.M. Chorus Rehearsel 
11:00 A.M. Annual Meeting - The President, Secretary, Treasurer, 
Board of five Executive Committee were unanimously 
re-elected for the ensuing year. 
1:30 P.M. Full Rehearsel of "Rose Maiden 11 
4: 00 P.M. Piano Forte Recital 
Mrs. Louis Maas of Boston, vdth vocal assistance 
Allegro, G minor 
Sonata, opus 31, No. 2 
Largo, Allegro-Afagio-Allegretto 
Songs (a) Go, Lovely Rose 
(b) When the Heart is Young 
Mrs . Nellie Guertin-Clark 
of North Stratford 
Scarlatti 
Beethoven 
Arthur Foote 
Dudley Buck 
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"Soaring" 
Opus 13, Nos. 2 and 4 
(a) Bertha 
(b) The Rivulet 
(a) Ballade in A flat 
(b) Noct ure in D flat, opus 27, No. 2 
(c) Valse in A flat, opus 42 
Song "Song of the Sea Shell" 
Miss Rose F. Jenkins of 
Claremont 
(a) Gondoliers 
(b) Rhapsody (Cappriccio) No. 8 
Accompanists Mrs. A. B. 
Causebrook and Mrs. Martha 
Dana Shepard 
Schwnan 
Maas 
Chopin 
Chopin 
Chopin 
Keller 
Liszt 
The prize song "Wind Voices", by Frank H. Brackett, 
was then announced, and sung by H. H. ~~y; 1uss 
Melendy, accompanist. 
8:00 P.M. Grand Concert 
Programme 
Overture 11]Jae Belle" (by request) La Brie 
Orchestra Conducted by the 
Composer 
Aria 11D'Amor sull all", from 11 Il Trovatore" Verdi 
Mme. Piccioli 
with Orchestra, Conductor Mr. 
H. G. Blaisdell 
Harp Solo Selected 
Miss Anna M. Winch of New York 
Air Varie "Robin Adair" (M.S.) Pixis 
Mrs. A. W. Hayes of Rochester 
(Accompanist, J. Edgar McDuffee) 
Cantata of 11Rose Maiden" F. H. Cowen 
Full Chorus, Orchestra, Harp 
and Soloists 
Mrs. Ella F. Ingalls of Keene, soprano; 
Mrs. Rose C. Craf ts of Nashua, contralto; 
Mr. H. H. May of St. Johnsbury, baritone; 
Conductor, 1~. H. G. Blaisdell; 
Pianist, Mrs. Martha Dana Shepard 
The Chorus consisted of 170 picked 
voices from different parts of the 
State - Orchestra 20 pieces 
viii 
Sale of Tickets 
FOURTH :tYIDSICAL FESTIVAL 
Opera House 
Woodsville, New Hampshire 
October 11-15, 1897 
Season tickets (admitting to concerts and rehearsels), $1.00 
Single Admission to each concert, 35¢ 
Reserved seats for evening concert , 25¢, 35¢, 50¢, and 65¢ 
additional 
Chorus tickets (admitting to chorus seats only), $1.25 
Rehearsel tickets, 15¢ 
Prominade Concert tickets, floor 50¢, balcony 25¢ 
NNW' HAMPSHIRE :MUSIC TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION 
TENTH ANNUAL FESTIVAL 
Music Hall 
The Weirs, Lake Winnipesaukee 
July 31, August 1, 2, 3, 4, 1899 
Sale of Tickets 
Membership tickets admitting to chorus seats, or to the hall 
without rese~red seats, $1 .50. No membership tickets will 
be sold after Tuesday noon, August 1. 
Members desiring reserved ' seats, 50¢ extra 
Chorus tickets, $1.00 
Tickets for recital by resident performers, Aug. 1 & 2, 25¢ 
No reserved seats sold for these concerts 
Tickets for Dr. Rix's lecture, 35¢ 
Tickets for Professor Blaisdell's lecture, 35¢ 
Tickets for Wednesday evening lecture and concert, Aug. 2, 
35¢, with reserved seats 50¢; admission 25¢ 
Tickets for Dr. Waterman's lecture on sacred music vdth 
illustrations, Aug. 3, 35¢. No reserved seats. 
Tickets for piano recital Thursday, 35¢ 
Tickets for evening concert Thursday, 50¢; reserved seats 75¢ 
Tickets for song recital Friday, 35¢ 
Tickets for pianoforte recital by Arthur Foote Friday, 50¢ 
Tickets for Grand Concert Friday evening, 50¢; reserved seats 75¢ 
Rehearsel tickets, 15¢ 
Season tickets with reserved seat checks, $2.00 
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CONSTITUTION OF THE NKW HAHPSHIRE MUSIC EDUCATORS 
Accepted By N. M.E.C. April 21, 1945 
Section 1. Name 
Article 1 Name 
The name of this organization shall be the 
New H~oshire Nrusic Educators• Association . 
Article 2 Purpose 
Section 1. Object The object of this organization shall be the 
promotion of good music through all possible agencies 
of nmsic education. 
Section 2. Affiliation This organization shall function as the 
state unit of the ~fusic Educators • National Conference 
which is the Department of Music of the National 
~ducation Association. 
Article 3 Membership 
Section 1. Active Membership Any person actively engaged in 
music education (school, church, community) may 
become an active member of this organization upon 
payment of the prescribed dues. Only active members 
who are employed by school or colleges may be elected 
to any office in this Association. 
Section 2. Associate Membership Superintendents, Principals, 
grade school teachers and laymen interested in music 
may become associate members by payment of the pre-
scribed dues. Associate members cannot hold office 
or vote. 
Section 3. Sustaining Membership Any firm or institution 
desiring to contribute to the support of this 
Association may become a sustaining member upon 
payment of prescribed dues. A sustaining membership 
entitles one person from the firm or institution to 
the rights and privileges of either associate or 
active menmership depending on whether such a person 
can qualify for active membership as stipulated in 
Section 1 of this article. 
Article 4 Dues 
Section 1 . Active Membership Dues Dues for the Active Member-
ship shall be two dollars ($2) per calendar year 
payable in January, one dollar ($1) of which shall go 
i 
I 
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to the N.H.M.E.A. treasury and one dollar ($1) 
shall be for the subscription to the Music Educators 
Journal, the official magazine of the Association. 
Any member may, at his option, pay an additional 
two dollars ($2) which shall cover active membership 
dues in full in the M.E.N.C. as well as in the 
N.H.M.E.A. 
Section 2. Association Membership Dues Dues for Associate 
Membership shall be one dollar ($1) per calendar 
year payable in January to the N.H.M.E.A. treasury. 
Section 3. Sustaining Membership Dues Dues for Sustaining 
Membership shall be five dollars ($5) per calendar 
year, payable in January to the N.H.M.E.A. treasury. 
Article 5 Officers and Government 
Section 1. Officers The officers of this organization shall 
be President, four Vice Presidents, one being the 
retiring President, one to serve as chairiDE.n of the 
band department, one as chairman of the orchestra 
department, Secretary and Treasurer. These officers 
to be elected annually. 
Section. 2. Government Government of this organization shall 
be vested in the Executive Committee which shall 
consist of the officers and two directors, one to be 
elected annually to serve for two years. 
Section 3. Election The election of the officers and directors 
shall be held at the annual meeting in the manner 
prescribed in the by-laws. 
Article 6 Meetings 
Section 1. The Annual Meeting of the Association shall be held 
on the first Saturday of June in each year. 
Section 2. Special meetings may be called by the President 
with the approval of the Board of Directors or by 
the request of at least seven active members of the 
Association. Notice of such meetings must be mailed 
by the Secretary not later than fourteen (14) days 
before said special meeting. 
Article 7 Quorum 
Section 1. Fifteen members present in person shall constitute a 
quorum. 
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Article 8 Amendments 
Section 1. This constitution may be amended by a two-thirds 
vote of members present at annual meeting of the 
Association, provided formal notice of such con-
templated action shall be given the active members 
at least fourteen (14) days before it is acted upon. 
Article 1 
By-Laws 
Section l. In case of vacancy of any office by death, resigna-
tion or removal of the holder of said office, his 
successor shall be chosen at a meeting of the 
executive committee. 
Section 2. A nominating committee of five shall be elected 
either by mail ballot or by a vote at a regular 
meeting of the Association not later than May lst. 
Article 2 
Section l. The President shall preside at all meetings of the 
Association and of the executive committee and 
notify the Secretary in time for the Secretary to 
Section 2. 
Section 3. 
Section 4. 
Section 5. 
send out notices for all meetings. 
The President may call a meeting of the executive 
committee at any time. 
In the absence of the President, the Vice-President 
who is the immediate past president shall preside 
at the meeting and perform all the duties of the 
President during such absence. 
It shall be the duty of the Secretary to keep the 
minutes of t he transactions of the business meetings 
of this Association and of the meetings of the 
executive committee; to make all calls for special 
meetings under the direction of the President; to 
send out all notices of regular and special meetings; 
to mail to members of the Association a mimeographed 
report of all meetings of the executive committee 
and the Association. 
The Treasurer shall receive and receipt all funds 
paid him, shall deposit the same, in the Trust Company 
or National Bank selected by the executive committee; 
and shall pay by check all bills authorized by vote of 
the executive comraittee . 
Section 6. Both the Secretary and the Treasurer shall submit their 
accounts for examination whene,rer required by the 
executive committee. 
=========1:- ~~~---~ 
Section 7. There shall be a Festival Secretary. The supervisor 
of the city or town where the Festival is to be 
held automatically assumes this office. 
Section 8. The Festival Secretary shall have full charge of all 
local arrangements . 
Section 9. The vice-presidents serving as chairmen in charge of 
the band, chorus and orchestra departments shall 
appoint a committee to assist them in the management 
of their respective departments. 
Section 10. The duties of the band, chorus and orchestra com-
mittees acting as independent units shall be : 
1 . to select the conductor for the festival 
2. to assist the conductor in choosing the 
music and determining the size and 
personnel of each organization. 
3. to assume the responsibility for the 
management of the all-state groups, the 
audition festival and all other activities 
of the Association within their respective 
department . 
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